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1.? Eriko Matsuki (Department of Psychology, The University of Western Ontario, Canada)
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2018 New Delhi, July 7, 8?30-10?00
??????????AAS-in-Asia Conference,
“Mining Grassroots Archives: The Japanese Experience” (#405662)
1.? Chelsea Szendi Schieder (Assistant Professor, Aoyama Gakuin University)
Title: From coal miner’s wife to historical actor: The personal archive of Matsuo Keiko.
2.? MIYAMOTO Takashi (Assistant Professor, the University of Tokyo Archives)
Title: Excavating memories through HTML: The internet and the personal archive of Maekawa Toshiyuki.
3.? SHIMAZAKI Naoko (Professor, Waseda University)
Title: Making Available Local Industrial History and Memories: The Archiving Process during a Coal Min-
ing Closure in Kushiro.
4.? Bernard Thomann (Professor, Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Orientales)
Title: Occupational disease recognition process and mining archives.
Chair: Dhiraj Kumar Nite (Assistant Professor, Ambedkar University Delhi)
Discussant: Kuntala Lahiri-Dutt (Professor, Australian National University)
?????WASEDA RILAS JOURNAL?No.6?2018? 10??











































2018? 8? 2???????????????? 1???
???? Columbia University Open Classroom@Waseda
“Participatory Culture and Creative Remix: From Contemporary Manga”
by Haruo Shirane Professor at Columbia University
?????????????????? ?????????

















?????2 Days of Noh???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????
2018? 10? 19?????????? 33?? 3?? 1???
???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????







2018? 11? 27?????????? 8?? 3???? 303-305
???? Tiffany Stern?????
?Tragedy and Performance in the Time of Shakespeare?
?????????????
?????????????????? ?????????








?????The Art of the Benshi???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
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???2018? 4? 20?????18? 30??? 20? 15?





???2018? 6? 22?????18? 30??? 20? 30?





???2018? 10? 12?????18? 30??? 20? 10?



















2018? 5? 28?????10?40-12?40?? 10????33?? 16??
????????????????????????????Workshop: Possibilities for Creative Writing??
??????????? JCulP?????????????????????????????
2018? 5? 29?????16?30-18?00?? 10????33?? 16??





10? 19?????14?25-16?25????????? 33???? 1???
Putting Together a New Anthology: Book Launch Event for the Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories
???????????? Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories???????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
2018? 10? 23?????16?30-18?00????????????26????????? B104
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
Performing Comedy Beyond the Mother Tongue - Lecture and Rakugo Performance by Sanyutei Jubei (Swedish 
rakugoka, Sanyutei Koraku’s apprentice)
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ??????




11? 26?????10?40-12?10????????????????? 33??? 10????
Demystifying the Work of a Writer: A Conversation About Literary Communities and Strategies for Productive Writ-
ing????????????? ?????????
Conversation by Dr. Dan Vyleta (Writer and Senior Lecturer at University of Birmingham)























2018? 11? 15????????????????? 31?? 208??
????????Telling Life Stories: Gender and Empowerment in Contemporary Women’s Photography?
????????????????????
???Anat Parnass???????????????




2019? 3? 25????????????????? 33?? 7? 702??
???????
?????
???????????????????
